OPEN AT LAST!

Center Hosts College Party

By REED MARTIN

Contrary to popular belief, the Student Center really does have an inside, and students can see it if they go to the all-school Christmas party tonight. The festivities will begin as soon as the building is declared safe after the 7:15 chimes with a special Christmas performance by the Glee Club.

They will sing traditional Yuletide hymns. Immediately afterward, the entire body present is invited to join in for a planned impromptu caroling session. This is supposed to be stationary but those who wish to wander singing on the campus are perfectly free to do so.

No one seems to know whether the bell tower will chime in with this gala occasion or not. (Imagine what those gentle chimes sound like inside.)

If the preliminaries are over on schedule, the main event, an actual dance in the ballroom will follow from 8-15 until 11 p.m. The only Christmas spirits present will be in the minds of the students, for the refreshments will very definitely be hot chocolate and cookies.

Individual College Christmas parties of a type will also be held. These will mostly be open houses Friday night and if any other parties are planned they are being well hidden for an obvious, if not good, reason. These open houses will be held from approximately 7:30 until 10:30 p.m. Each College will probably offer one in some fashion and "the group" will also have its annual Christmas affairs.